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1. Download and install the UnrealEngine2Runtime demo onto your PC  
When the installer asks you to choose options, just keep clicking  
'Next’. The installer finally throws up a window with 'Launch 

UnrealEngine2 Runtime' but just select ‘Finish’.

2. Look in the directory you installed it in. There are several folders for 
Animations, Maps, Sounds, and Textures. But for now concentrate on the 
System folder. Look in here for UE2Runtime.exe and UnrealEd.exe. Open UnrealEd.
exe. This is the editor. It will look like the screenshot below. 

You can close the floating Texture Browser window. You also may find it easier to 
maximise the Dynamic Light viewport. To do this in the top menu choose View 
/ Viewports / Floating. Now in the top right corner of the Dynamic Light viewport 
click on the maximise button. The viewport will expand to the maximum area. 
In the Dynamic Light window menu you can choose between the T, F, S buttons 
to give Top, Front or Side views and several other views including Wireframe, 
Textured and Dynamic Light. It’s the Dynamic Light view we are interested in, as 
this view most resembles how the final level will look. In the image below the 
Dynamic Light view is selected.

 

3. Now let's make a room.  On the left hand side menu look for the Cube button.  
This button is a builder brush and by using it and the other buttons in the 
group you can make various shaped brushes that are used to add and subtract 
geometry from the level.

Tip: move the mouse over icons to reveal their function

Right Click the Cube button to bring up a Cubebuilder window and notice how 
the Height, Width and Breadth are set to 256. In UnrealEd the grid is set to use 
powers of 2 (e.g. 2, 4, 8, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512) and will prefer it if you do to. 
Change the Height, Width and Breadth to something a little larger say 2048. Click 
‘Build’   then click ‘Close’.

Fig. 1 The UnrealEd interface.
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5. Now Look at the Dynamic Light Viewport. You may see a wireframe red cube appear. 
If not click the window and navigate to find it (hint: you may be 'inside' it).

Tip: Left Mouse/Drag to look Left & Right, move In & Out
Right Mouse/Drag to look Up & Down 
Left & Right Mouse/Drag to move Up & Down 

6. In Unreal the black void you 
are a looking at is a solid, (I 
always think of it as  solid 
rock) so to make this brush 
into a cube-shaped room 
we will need to subtract it, 
leaving a cube shaped ‘cave’. 
Look for the Subtract button, 
its a Blue square with a green 
square behind.  Click on this 
Subtract button and then you 
should see something like 
this:

(Now we can try to add a room and make a corridor, but skip this bit if its all too 
complex - The Cube builder brush is still there in the same position as the Cube we just 
created. In the Top viewport (you may have to zoom out) select the edge of the thin 
red wireframe cube - it will highlight bright red and holding CTRL drag it out of the 
way to reveal the brown cube underneath. Hit the Subtract button to make a new cube, 
then right click the cube button  to bring up the CubeBuilder window and enter 512 for 
Height, Width and Breadth and hit Build and Close. Move this new wireframe Cube builder 
brush to overlap the previous cubes and hit subtract. Look at the Front View, the last 
cube we subtracted may be off the floor. If it is hold CTRL to drag it out of the way then 
select the light brown wireframe underneath. drag this down to align with the base of 
first two cubes. It should look something like the screenshot.

7. Now we need to add textures. Locate a suitable image. It will need to a power of 2 
size e.g. 512 x 512 pixels and be either; .tga,  bmp or .dds format (see below for websites 
you can find sample images on).

Note: .dds is the superior texture format. A plug-in to create them in 
Photoshop is available from Nvidia website

 Fig. 2 a subtracted cube

Fig. 3  Front view of 3 subtracted cubes and the cube builder brush
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In UnrealEd click on the Texture browser button in the top menu bar to bring up the
texture browser. In this window choose File/Import. An Import Texture window will 
appear, don’t worry about the settings yet but change Package from ‘Editor’ to ‘MyLevel’ 
(you have to type it in). You 
should see your texture 
appear in the Texture browser 
window.

In the Dynamic Light viewport 
select a wall, it will highlight 
blue, now click the texture 
and voilà! the wall is texture 
mapped. Repeat for all the 
walls you will have to move 
inside one of the cubes and 
rotate around. You may want 
to import a different texture 
for the floor.

8. Right click inside the cube near the floor, select Add Light Here. A small lightbulb 
icon appears. It doesn’t appear to do anything because the lighting hasn’t been 

activated so in the top menu 
click on the bulb & cube 
shaped button to Build All. 

CTRL click and drag the light 
to where you want it, and you 
will see the light change on 
the walls. To edit the light 
brightness and colour click 
the Actor Properties button 
in the top menu to bring up 
the Light Properties window. 
(Most objects have a properties 
window like this one where 
you can access advanced 
settings) For now look for 
Lightcolour/ LightBrightness and 

change the default of 64 to say 200. In Lighting change the radius to be say, 200. Add as 
many lights as you need and move them into position. Remember to click the Build All 
button to see changes.
 
9. ( Skip this whole step if its all getting too complex...) It would be nice to add some 
sound so go and find a .wav file. (see below for the website where you can find a sample 
sound ) You can use the freely downloadable Audacity software to edit the sound. 
(Unreal can handle 8 or 16 bit sounds with sample rates from 8 to 44 KHz, but if you 
want it to play correctly in 3d it must also be a mono sound.) If you would like to use 
a looping dripping water sound to add atmosphere you can download one from the 
SwanQuake site listed below. Save your .wav file in the Sounds directory where you 
installed the UnrealRuntime. Now click the Sound browser button  and choose File /

Fig. 4 The Texture Browser window

Fig. 5 the Dynamic Light view of the Level
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Import from the window menu, select your sound and import it. In the Import Sound 
window change the Package name to ‘MyLevel’.

In the tabs in the Sound Browser window click the Actor Classes tab. Click the little + 
icon near where it says Actor to rollout the Actor classes. These Actors are interactive 
objects that can be placed in the level, for now click on the + icon next to Keypoint and 
select AmbientSound. In your level right click and select Add AmbientSound Here. You will 
see a little icon appear. 

We have to tell the AmbientSound actor which sound to play so with the icon selected 
click on the Actor Properties button  in the top menu. In the AmbientSound Properties 
that subsequently appears click on the + Sound rollout to show its properties. Click 
where it says AmbientSound ‘None’. Then click the Use button that appears, ‘None’ will be 
replaced by the name of your sound. (If not then open the Sounds browser, make sure 
your sound is selected and try again). Set the SoundRadius to ‘120’. (This is how far away 
from the AmbientSound actor the sound can be heard.)

10. Right click near the floor of the cube and select Add Player Start here. You will see a 
little  joystick icon. This is where players are spawned and without a Player Start there 
is no way into the map. Hit the Build All button  and File / Save the map. To play it click 
the Play Map! button  in the top menu, this will open the map in UE2Runtime. Use the 
mouse to look and use the W, A, S & D keys to move around. 

That’s its!

      For a finished example of this map as well as support and software 
resources see: http://www.swanquake.com/usermanual/DIY

 

Fig. 6 AmbientSound Properties and Sound Browser windows


